8 Test Automation Tips for
Project Managers

Tip List
Automation

Software testers have always faced large volumes of work and short
timeframes. Test automation is typically a critical component to get
the most value for your testing dollars. Despite this, many teams have
attempted to add test automation to their projects with mixed results.
To increase the likelihood of success, the approach to automation must be
practical. Automating testing is not easy.
Here are 8 tips for managing a test automation initiative.
1. Establish Test Automation Objectives Early
Automation is a method of testing, not a type. Therefore, automation
should be applied to those tests from the overall test plan where there is
a clear benefit to do so. Before starting, ensure that the benefits of test
automation match with your objectives. For example, do you want to:
• Discover defects earlier?
• Increase test availability (rapid and unattended)?
• Extend test capability and coverage?
• Free-up manual testers?
2. Carefully Select Test Automation Tools / Languages
There are many options and possible combinations of tools and scripting
languages. Take some time to review the options and find the best fit for
your project: confirm the technology fits with your project, look for a skill
requirement match with your team, check that you can integrate with your
test management and defect tracking tools, etc. Then try before you buy,
eg: perform a proof of concept, perhaps using your smoke tests.
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3. Control Scope and Manage Expectations
When starting a new test automation effort, there is often the tendency to
jump in and immediately start automating test cases. To avoid this pitfall, it
is important to treat the automation effort as a real project in and of itself.
• Derive requirements from the objectives
• Ensure the scope is achievable
• Define an implementation plan (linked to project milestones)
• Secure resources and infrastructure
• Track it
Not only will this help ensure the success of the effort, but it will allow
you to communicate with other stakeholders what will be automated, how
long it will take, and the short and long-term benefits that are expected.
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4. Use an Agile Approach
Following an Agile approach, you can roll-out your test automation rapidly
in useful pieces; making progress visible, sudden changes in product
expectations feasible, and benefits accessible as early as possible. This will
give you the ability to validate your approaches while demonstrating the
value of the test automation in a tight feedback cycle.
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5. Scripts are Software
You are writing code. The same good practices that you follow on the
actual project should be followed here: coding standards, version control,
modular data-driven architecture, error handling and recovery, etc. And,
like any other code, it needs to be reviewed and tested.
6. Use Well Designed Test Cases and Test Data
Garbage in, garbage out. Make sure you have a set of test cases that have
been carefully selected to best address your objectives. It is important to
design these test cases using reusable modules or building-blocks that can
be leveraged across the various scenarios. Additionally, these test cases
should be documented in a standardized way to make them easier to add
to the automated test suite. This is especially important if you envision
using non-technical testers or business users to add tests to the repository,
using a keyword driven or similar approach to your automation.
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7. Get the Test Results
Providing meaningful test results and defect reports quickly is the most
important reason for test automation. Each time you need to run the
automated tests, you are reaping the benefits that automation provides.
For example, running the test automation in its own environment as part
of the continuous integration process will detect any issues related to the
automated test cases for the application under test as soon as features and
fixes are checked in.
8. Maintain and Enhance
Investing in automation requires a significant commitment in the shortterm and the long-term for there to be maximum success. For as long as
the product that is being automated is maintained and enhanced, the
automation suite should be similarly maintained and enhanced. If the test
automation solution is well-designed and stocked with a set of useful tests,
it will provide value for years.
Need your test cases put in order to best facilitate automation? Need assistance kickstarting or enhancing your test automation framework? Want a smoke test suite
automated and ready to run? We partner with companies like yours every day.
Contact us at PQATesting.com. We would love to speak with you about how we can
support your team.
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